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:This Issue is Dedicated to First Year Law Students
Vol. 10, No.1
Do It In D.C.
by Barbara Beck
Take note, oh you first year law
students, of the T-shirt slogan:
you are not a tourist any longer-
you live here. And for those of
you w~o recognize that there may
be a hfe out there in addition to
law school, read on in this article
of Washingtonian potpourri.
Washington, a (working) city' of
you~g professionals on their way
, to bigger and better, thrives on
activit~. Ther~ is much to occupy,
entertain or stimulate any curious
and adventuresome soul. For
starters you might want to explore
those living structures which have
borne out the. history of political
Washington-certainly not to be
ignored. The Senate and House'
ga~leries are ~trategic vantage
POInts. The Archives house some
interesting material. Even such
unobtrusive institutions as the
.Department of Agriculture have
points of interest: on the lower
level of D.O.A. is a saltwater fish
tank of spectacular .dimensions.
On October I, the most awesome
of spectator, sports-coral advo-
-cacy before the Supreme Court-
begins its season. Here you can
observe (all reverence aside) those
pace-setters in this, our legal
game.
Turning now ,to the sportier
side of D.C.. which my friend
Brad would call the 'groovy
scene', you don't need to look
hard to discover entertaining
nooks and crannies. "Flaps".
~amed after the famous WWI fly-
mg ace Flaps Rickenbacker, is a
current hot spot, and' Columbia
Station is a reliably loose watering
hole of long-standing.
National talent consistently
comes to the small, old-coffee-
house-type places such as Blues
Alley and Cellar Door, as well as
to the larger performance centers
like Wold Trap and Warner Thea-
tre. Local talent can be heard at
scores of bars scattered through
out the city such as. the Chi/de
Harolde, Top of the Foolery, and
the One Step Down. My friend
Judy suggests that for those of
you Who prefer exclusive at-home
entertainment, the cheapest liquor
in town can be found at Center
Liquors, on.9th Street, N.W. (She
cautions, however, that you must
plan ahead unless you want to
drink your beer warm.j. <>_"
Chinatown- .i!L1ocated in ,-th-e
blocks around 'the 9th and H,
N.W. intersection. Scout out for
yourself all the dietary delights
down there. A.V.'s on New York
Ave., serves cheap Italian dishes
which, for some unknown reason,
continued on page eleven
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G. W. LawStudents:
Successful Activists
assigned to Consumer HELP's
phone band receive consumer
complaints, classify those com-
plaints, and mediate the disputes
involved. The standardized com-
plaint-taking and coding system
developed at .the Center for Con-
sumer HELP is-now used in eight
other consumer affairs offices in
the D.C. metropolitan' area.
Complaints alleging fraud are fed
into a computer, and the resulting
reports are used as a pre-investi-
gative tool by the U.S. Attorney's
Office and the Metropolitan
Police Department. Statistics
generated by the hotline service
are often used as the basis for
testimony on proposed regu-
lations and legislation.
continued on page eight
by Peter Georgiades
G.W. law student groups were
among the most active publicin-
terest litigators according to a
new study ..
Topped only by Ralph Nader's
organizations and by Consumers
Union, N.L.C. students filed
more public interest actions
during the years 1969 through
1975 than any other public in-
terest organizations. This is the
result of a study reported in the
newly-issued "Public Interest
Law: An 'Economic and In-
stitutional Analysis" by
Weisbrod, Handler and Komesar.
The study itself was done by
Snow and Weisbrod, and is based
on cases reported in the Com-
merce Clearing House law
reporters."
The study found that: '
These three groups-the
Nader organizations., Con-
, sumers Union. and the or- .
ganizations of student
lawyers known collectively
as "Banzhaf's Bandits"-
were involved in a dispro-
'portionate number of the
fifty-five litigative actions.
hi all, there were twelve
groups represented (when
Nader organizations are
counted as one), but these
three were involved in
forty-five of the cases or 82
percent.
Six of these actions were chosen
for detailed study and analysis of
public interest litigation tech-
niquest Of these, two were init-
iated by, G.W. law students as
part of Professor Banzhaf's
course in Legal Activism.
In one case a student group
called S.O.U.P. (Students Op-
posed to' Unfair Practices), at-
tempted to .intervene in an FTC
proceeding involving Campbells'
Soup. The immediate result was
-to convince the agency that it had
the power to order corrective
advertising; i.e., to order com-
panies to tell the public in its ads
how its past ads had ben
deceptive. In a second case a
group was the first public interest
organization permitted to for-
Students Protecting Consumers
by Marilyn Peters,
'!'om DeRose and Mary Smith
Bacon Hall. Both are complaint
handling mechanisms which aid
consumers while teaching stu-
The Consumer Protection dents how to interview clients and
Center of the National. Law Cen- mediate disputes. First,the Cen-
ter of George Washington ter works with Contact 4'sLea
. University operates to teach stu- Thompson, WRCNBC TV's
dents seldom taught legal skills community ombudsman who
while providing help to aggrieved appears nightly on the NewsCen-
sonsumers. The Center is staffed ter. Complaints are written to
by law students with Proffessor Contact 4 by harassed viewers
Donald Rothschild serving as who have neither the skills nor the
faculty supervisor. Since the financial ability to effectively
Center opened in 1970, hundreds advocate for themselves. Their
of students and over 40,000 con- cases are assigned to individual
sumers have benefited from its students who attempt to resolve
operation. The Consumer Protec- the viewers' problems through
tion Center has the distinction of phone calls and .letters to the indi-
having won an Emmy Award for, viduals, businesses, or govern-
Community . Protection Center ment agencies involved.
has the distinction of having won Contact 4 is the Center's largest
an Emmy Award for Community volume project, receiving an
Service and has been featured in average of 150 letters per week
articles in the Washington Staf, '.which are handled by a staff of 12
T. V. Guide, and Money Maga- to 15 law students each semester.
zine. Clinical law programs at the Utilizing a model informal. dis-
New York University and Univer- pute settlement mechamxm,
sity of Southern California law ~hich have receive~ much att:n-
schools have been modeled on the non as a cost-effective alternative
Center. to litigation, the Emmy-award
Participation in the activities of winning Contact 4 project is now
the Consumer Protection Center returning over Sl,ooo a day to
is a unique opportunity for 'stu- consumers through law student
dents to learn substantive con- negotiated settlements.
sumer law while developing legal The Consumer HELP hotline
skills. service provides another mecha-
MEDIA TION nism by which consumers can ob-
tain free assistance and studentsThe Center has two projects
which operate out of its offices in can sharpen legal skills. Students
mally intervene in an FTC adjudi-
catory proceeding. The study also
notes that still another result of
the actions was to prode the FTC
into reforming its consent order
provisions.
Actually more than sixth differ-
ent student legal action organiza-
tion have "Sued the Bastards"
since Professor Banzhaf started
teaching the course in 1970. Until
recently, students were required
to bring one or more such legal
actions as part of the course and
were graded on their efforts.
However, in response to
requests by students who did not
have enough time to bring such
actions, and to others who simply.
wanted- to sample public interest
law" Prof. Banzhaf announced
last year that this year's class' in
Legal Activism would be open to
both groups; those who want to
do a public interest litigation
project as part. of their lepl
education, and those who simply
want to learn more about how it is
done. '
Legal Activism, Law 396, :, a
two-hour seminar course which
will meet from noon t02 p.rn. on
Wednesdays during the Spring
term. Students who choose to do
a paper or to assist an outside
public interest group will receive 2
credits on a CR/no CR basis.
Students who have the time and
interest to do a legal action
project will receive a grade for 3
credit hours.
Student public interest legal
actions during the years have
covered a wide range of areas
including discrimination, auto
and bus safety, advertising, food
and drug labeling, nonsmokers'
rights, etc. One which has
received considerable interest and
is still continuing is a suit against
Spiro Agnew brought in an at-
tempt . to recover the' ap-
proximately Sloo,ooO he allegedly
received in bribes.
The following list indicates the
wide range of student projects
which have been brought in the
past eight years:
see Studen t Projects,
page twelve
---Schedule Changes
venile justice (487.10 on Mondays
at 2:10 to 4:00 p.m. A course in
community property law (569.10)
has also been added to be taught
by Prof. Weaver. All three of
these additions are to the day divi-
sion.
teaching the section of federal in-
come tax originally assigned to
Porf. Fielding (336.11). Also, a
section of administrative law
Fall Semester: Patent law (372.13) has been included in the
(359.20) will be taught on Thurs- 1:10 to 2:00 p.m. period to be
day and Friday evenings by Prof. taught by Prof. Ross.
Schwaab. Another course added Spring Semester: Three new
to the evening schedule is current courses have been added since . Revised schedules for both fall
problems in civil rights (460.20) to pre-registration. The first is and spring semester are available
be taught Friday evenings by comparative las (307.10) taught in the Records and Information
Prof. Rearden. In the day divi- by Prof. Delaume. Prof. Zenoff Office, room 1020, Stockton
sian, Prof. Kempler will ~~. :~i11 ~e offc:ring a sec~i?~,o.qu.-. Hall. '
Registering students are ad-
vised to take note of the following
schedule changes-
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Student Placement
by Lynn M. Hiner
Director of Placement
Welcome to the Law Center
from the Placement Office. When
you need us, you will find our
offices on the second floor of
Bacon Hall in Suite 203. Our
hours, are generally from 8:45 to
6:00. Some of the services pro"
vided by the Placement Office in-.
elude library for your use, ad-
ministration of the Fall On-Cam-
pus Interviewing Program and an
activejob .listing Service including
jobs for evening and day students
as law clerks, summer legal jobs,
patent positions and jobs for our
graduates and graduating seniors
in Washington, D,C. and else-
where. We also offer several
panels, each year concerning dif-
ferent aspects of the legal job
market.
Here are some words of advice:
I) Don't worry too much about
the legal job market-worrying is
'non-productive. 2) you check the
Here's a piece of advice to an incoming or ongoing law student
... don't take advice. Anyone who accepts this advice will refuse to
accept advice, and therefore not accept the advice not to accept
advice. If this isn't perfectly clear, simply dwell on circles ~hile your
eyeballs massage the remainder of this page of newsprint ..
Whataml doing here? Only incompetents, children and fools do
not ponder that query. Probably none of the rest of mankind will
ever find an answer. Perhaps you are here now to learn. Maybe you
have other reasons. Maybe you are not here now.
Those who seek knowledge in law school may wonder what sort I
of information or skill is to be acquired during the course of one's
survival through 84 credit hours. A familiarity with a few thousand
instances of systemic interpretations of justice? The capacity to con-
tribute to the realization of your client's view of what should be?
The ability to understand a language indecipherable to laymen? A
conceptual analysis of rights, duties, and obligations? Whatever you
may anticipate or discover during the course of your legal educa-
tion, bear in mind that your undertaking, strangely enough,' is not
unlike a study of fluid mechanics. Lawyers are actors in a dynamic
system with a creative disposition to develop and change. As you
muddle through renditions by Cardozo, Douglas, Holmes and
Hand, remember that precedent is not only to be memorized but to
be made. Lawyers are not the purveyors of a static structure but the
seekers and guardians of peculiar approximations of what constitu-
tes 'justice' in a variety of particular settings. The sum total of your
legal learning can do no more than prepare you to shape something
that has not yet occurred.
Remember also that the law touches people. Each case involves
the plea of a real person to remedy an injustice by enforcing a right.
At three o'clock in the morning when you've fallen asleep over a
casebook before you've had time to brew anotherpot of coffee"
dream not of ink impressions on legal pads but of veteran corporate
executives planning another merger into their conglomerate brain-
child and illiterate delinquents feeling the first captive chill of cold by Prof. John Banzhaf esting than anything you will be
steel on their wrists and right wing reactionaries shouting mindless required to read in law school.
complaints from the rear of a political assembly and retiring pen- An incoming law student They provide an invaluable back-
sioners purchasing their final plot of sand in Miami. Prolonged con- usually faces a number of pro- ground-so painlessly that you
centration on technical terminology makes it all too easy for blems, the least of which is learn- . will almost not realize that your MY LIFE IN COURT or THE
students to separate legal phraseology from human condition; but ing the rules of the many cases he' are actually learning anything. JUR Y RETURNS by Louis
the former is merely a tool which permits the lawyer to structure and or she [hereinafter understood] They will also give you a more Nizer, Pyramid and Pocketbooks.
assess actual relationships. The subjects of the legal process are real reads. The purpose of law school- realistic perspective on many A famous trial lawyer takes you
people, not intangible abstractions that, for purposes of communi- is not so much to teach the stu- areas of legal practice,and raise behind the scenes of some of his
cation, we try to represent with a few letters or sounds. Conceptual- dent the rules of law (which are many of the issues that you as a most significant (and successful)
ization is essential to law but it is only a means of comprehending far too numerous and constantly law student should be concerned cases, including murder, personal
what is going on rather than an end which exists independently of changing) but to teach him to •with. injury, libel, matrimonial, proxy
fact. think like a lawyer. Thus the Below is a partial list of such fight, clemency hearing, etc. Read
Conceptions such as 'justice' and 'right' are indispensibleto the FIRST .major problem is to de- books,~omplete with capsule either one, maybe even both, for
institutional mechanisms for resolving conflicts between competing ", velop anew method of thinking' descriptions, in"the- order in which an insight into the wide range of
interests at the same time that their existence is wholly dependent and of analysis in a short period I would suggest you read them. I legal problems which can con-
upon such institutions. There may be no truthful answers in law. of time. SECONDLY, many con- would strongly suggest that you front a good lawyer.
There are only normative solutions, and questions,and more cepts essential to your under- purchase those which sound THE MUGGING by Morton
questions. The judgment in every contest involves a balancing of standing of the cases you will interesting to you, put them on Hund, Penguin Books. A very de-
complex countervailing factors of what is and 'what should be. read-e.g., basic civil procedure, your night table (and/or next to ~, .tailed and exhaustive look at the
Indeed, perceptions of what isv.as well as prescriptions of where the the role of the judge and jury, the the-John) and begin to enjoy law. .entire criminal justice system-in-
balance ought to be struck, can be no more than subjective impress- appellate process, effective advo- THE NA TURE OF THE eluding its weaknesses-through
ions within individual human minds. Ideas are inherently malleable cacy-are usually discussed only JUDICIAL PROCESS by Ben- the perspective of an actual case
and goals are dependent upon a changing environment. An open- I·· peripherally as an adjunct to the jamin N. Cardozo, Yale Univer- in which an elderly man was
minded comparative approach to learning the law, therefore, serves substantive rules oflaw. sity Press. One of the most apparently beaten to death by
to permit one to accurately appreciate what exists and what is THIRDLY, many law students famous judges-and one first- four youths. As the book notes,
possible. Take due cognizance of the importance of the forces become so involved in legal minu- year students encounter frequent- one reason for society's failure to
which you observe, but try not to be intimidated by the respon- tia that they fail to understand Iy-:describes in simple and at deal with this kind of crime is its
sibility of potential. Law is only a game. But it is a game which is how legal systems actually work times almost poetic language the profound ignorance of the life-
also the essential foundation of the relative conditions of societal (e.g., that getting to a jury with a conscious and unconscious pro- . style that breeds it. and of the
order which exist in reality. severely injured and sympathetic cesses by which a judge decides a realities of the law which is in-
Learning the law may be a frustrating embarkation,. for lawyers plaintiff is far more important case, including the factors which tended to cope with it.
must bear the responsibility for all of the inequities of an imperfect than a dozen favorable appellate he weighs, and the balancing of VERDICTS ON LA WYERS
society. Do not be discouraged, however, because though every court decisions; that the over- competing interest. An invaluable edited by Ralph Nader & Mark
attorney must take some of the blame for injustice, each also has the whelming majority of criminal aid for anyone trying to. under- Green, Crowell Co. A collection
power to implement his or her own notions of what should be. cases depend not on the law or ". stand legal reasoning and legal of essays by critics within the
At this point most of thenon-law students are probably gagging even the facts but upon plea bar- opinions; for example law stu- legal profession including Mem-
• -'- c_on_t_in_u....ed_ on-.:.p_ag:.e_fi_ve_
l
gaining, etc.), FINALLY, law dents. . bers of -Congress and public
students frequently fail to per- GIDEON'S TRUMPET by interest lawyers. They discuss the
ceive-vmuch less to consider-s- Anthony Lewis, Vintage Books mystique of lawyers,advertising
many really significant. under- (Random House Div.), A Warm by lawyers, public interest law,
lying issues: e.g., what functions and very personalized account of the Washington lawyer-lobbyist,
.are served by particular areas of how a petty criminal's belief that the duty of the prosecutor, class
the legal system such as criminal 'anyone accused of a crime should actions, law for the poor, and
law or. torts; how well are these be entitled to a lawyer, even if he many other, topics law students
functions. actually performed by cannot afford' one, became a should be interested in and con-
the existing systems; and what landmark constitutional case. The c~rned about.
should be the role and the book includes a look into the Su-' LA WYERING by Helene
responsibilities of the lawyer in preme Court, a.large Washington schwartz, Noonday Press. A
this process. law firm, and the entire criminal young woman who graduated
Fortunately, one can go a long law process. from law school in the tumul-
way towards meeting these and THE LA WYERS by Martin tuous sixties describes lawyering
othe~ problems very easily, inex- Mayer, Dell Pub. Co. (may be out from her unique perspective. The
pensively, and even pleasurably f print) bo k i I d . I b hsimply by substituting for your' o. pnnt . A searching and very 0 me u es. ~aterla a out er
Critical examination of the whole defense of Wilham Buckley, her
normal light reading diet a num- business of lawyering including .appeal of the convictions of the
ber of paperback books. All of the economics and ethics of the Chicago Eight, the working
, these books relate to the law, but profession law h I law' atmosphere (including internecineall f th I' ,sc 00 s,
. 0 ~m are a so enjoyable firms, the different types of Ie al warfare) in a conventional law
,-'I~h~r~~dmg. and flif"m()ce, I,llter:, __,practice ...and the ' -b . g. ., _ ..•. " ... " " . ",."",<,_._,.; . pu lie interest.. '. ..continued on page eleven
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statistics concerning George,
Washington law graduates you
will find that we are doing just
fine and there is no reason to be
lieve it will change when it comes
time for you to graduate. Each
year in March w~ conduct a sur-
vey of the previous year's
graduates and have found that.
over 941170 of those graduates, who
were interested in legal employ-
ment, were at work in legal jobs.
Our graduates obtain a variety of
positions in law firms, govern-
ment agencies, corporations,
trade associations, legislative
offices, legal services and accoun-
ting firms as well as positions as
judicial clerks. 3). Some of these
graduates landed their jobs by
working while in school as a part-
or full-time law clerk. You will
find that attending law school in
Washington, D.C. is advan-
tageous since there are so many
law clerk positions available in
the area, some of which' become
permanent positions after gradu-
ation. We receive hundreds of
part-time job notices each year
and any student who desires to
work part-time is usually success-
ful in finding employment. I be-
lieve the students should consider
obtaining different kinds of legal
experiences while they are in law
school which- will make them
more marketable upon gra-
duation. We generally do not ad-
vise the first-year day students to
work part-time but you will cer-
tainly want to consider obtaining
a summer job and/or a part-time
law clerk position during your se-
cond and third years. One of the
most enjoyable areas of my job is
getting-to know the studentsx i.e.
you. I hope you will venture up to
the Placement Office later on this
year so that we can meet you. I
plan to visit each first-year section
late this semester to answer your
questions about summer jobs and
other placement matters.
,Try to relax and enjoy your law
studies.
Background Books
the profession is supposed to
serve. Chapter 7 covers the
personal injury [torts] practice.
WhereTo Do It
Nightspots Tammany Hall, 2109 Pa. Ave.
_ Third Edition, 1218Wis. Ave.
~i~ you think that it was just a . Toombs, 36th & Prospect Sts.
coincidence that a saloon has the Tramps, Wis. &M Sts.'
same name as a body of lawyers? 21st Amendment, 2132 Pa. Ave.
If so, here are a few bars in north- Winston's, 3295 M St.
west Washington that need
examining:
Abbey Road, 2000 L St.
Apple Tree, 1220 19th St.
Babes, 4226 Wis. Ave;
Bayou, 3135 K St.
Beowulf, 1112 20th St.
Black Rooster, 1919 L St.
Cellar Door, 1201 34th St.
Bojangles, 20th &M Sts.
Charing Cross. 3207 M St.
Clydes, 3236 M St. .
Columbia Station
-Columbla Rd. '
Crazy Horse, 3529 M St.
Deja Vu, 22nd &M Sts. ..
Desperados, 34th&Wis. Ave.
E.J. O'Riley's, 1122 18th St.
Far Inn, 3433 Conn. Ave.
Flaps Rickenbacher, 1207 19th St.
Fricky's Pub, 2572 Pa. Ave.
Greenery, 114418th St.
Guncher's, 3408 M St.
Keg, 2200 Wis. Ave.
Mr. Day'o, 114418th St. '
Mr. Henry's, Tenley Cir.,Wis &
Neb Aves.
Mr. Smith's, 3104 M St.
- Old Stein, 1339 Conn. Ave.
One Step Down, 2577 Pa. Ave.
Paul Mall, 3235M St.
Pierce Street Annex, 1200 19th St.
Poor House Pub, 4809 Wis. Ave.
- PW's, 1136 19thSt.
,Red Lion, 2024 J St.
Jonathan's, 112920thSt.
Museums &Galleries-
Query: Where in the world are the
best collections of art' and
, history? Don't try to guess until
you've seen a 'few of the
,following: -
Air and Space Museum, 6th Sf. &
Independence Ave., S.W.
Centennial Exhibition: 1876Arts
and Industries, 900 Jefferson
. 1836~' Dr., S.W.
Corcoran Gallery of Art, 17th
St. & New York Ave., N.W.
Dumbarton Oaks, 1703- 32d sr.,
N.W.
Folger Shakespeare Library, 201
E. Capitol St. .
Freer Gallery, 12th St. and Jeffer-
son Dr., S.W. .
Hirshhorn Gallery of Modern
Art, Independence Ave.and
8th St., S.W.
History and Technology, 14th St.
& Constitution Ave., N.W.
Library of Congress, First & East
Capitol Streets, SE.,
Marine Corps, Navy Yard, 9th &
MSts., S.E.
Museum of African Art, 318 A
St., N;E.
National Archives, 8th St. and
Constitution Ave., N.W.
National Collection of Fine Arts,
8thG G Sts., N.W.,
National Gallery of Art; 6th St.
Constitution Ave., N.W. .'
National Gallery's East Building,
4th St. & Constitution Ave.,
N.W.
National Geographic, 17th & M
Stli·,N.W.
National Portrait Gallery, 8th & F
Sts.,N.W. ,
Natural History, 10th St. &
ConstitutionAve., N.W.
Navy Memorial, 9th & M S15.,
S.E.
Renwick Gallery,17th St. & Pen-
nsylvania Ave., N.W.
Smithsonian Castle, 1000 Jeffer-
son Dr., S.W.
Woodrow Wilson House, 2340 S
St.,N:W.
Theatre
. Professional theatrical pro-
ductions in the nation's capital
are scarce. but good. Here are a
few of the most popular:
Arena State (box office 554-
7890), 6th St. and Maine Ave.,
S.W.
Asta Theatre (information and
reservations: 543-7676), 507
8th St., S.E.
FolgerTheatre Group (546-4000),
201 East Capitol St., S.E.
Ford's Theatre (347-6260), 511
10th St., N.W.
Kennedy Center for' the Perfor-
ming Arts (254-3600), 2700 F
Street, N.W.
National Theatre (phone NA8-
3393), 1321 E Street, N.W.
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Numbers You May Need
Office , Extension
Bookstore-
Cashier
Dean of Students
. Housing
Library
Lisner Auditorium
. Marvin Center Administration
Marvm Center Information Desk
Parking
Registration
Safety and Security.
Smith Center-reservations and equipment
Student Activities Office
Summer Sessions Office
Travel Office
6870
6200
6710
~ 6688
6558
6800
7470
7410
6405
4900
6110
'7460
6555
6360
659-2968
~H;~E'S"'0:=;=0 C~A:~E~
n AT "LAW REVUE" . n
~
u A third year production general organization- U
al meeting welcome all: writer.s, actors, singers, ~_.
dancers .. musicians, performers, stage hands
~ "
and all other interested p~rties;
..MONDAY, AUGUST 28th n
.~
\ 6:00 p.m. U~._,
8:00 p.m.
STOCKTON LOUNGE
a,. \ .,~,. .,,. .,,. ~- ~ .
WELCOMEBACKFROMSBA
ALL NATIONA~ LAW CENTER STUDENTS,FACULTYEI GUESTS INVITED!
August 19
1:00pm
PICNIC
at Blue Mont Park;
Arlington,Va~
August 20
8;00 pmWINE
SCHEESE
.PARTY.
following the 6:00
information'session
in Stockton He llrm. 10
atthe
.-University Club
Marrin Center
live entertainment
\
August 26
9:00pm
DANCE
featuring "Jazzman"
Beer& refreshments'
provided.
Seebulletin
boards for details
7:45, fornier GWU law students of each of us. We realize that it i
who are now clerks on federal difficult for a small group I~
'appellate courts will discuss and students to articulate the needs~f
answer Questions 'about ap- all BI~ficedklaw students, yet, weas
plication procedures for clerk- a um I group mus~ .,,:ilIingly
ships. Students eyeing clerkships acce~t the responsIbility of
with the Court of Customs and"" making reasonable efforts to
Patent 'Appeals, the Court of .confront and resolve the
Claims, and federal district and problems which we face while
circuit courts will find this attending one of this nation's
discussion instructive. manvlaw schools. yet, we as a
The Marshall Inn of the Inter" On Wednesday, October 18th, unified, group must willingly
national Legal Fraternity of Phi at Stouffer's National Center accept, the responsibility of
Delta Phi welcomes the incoming - Hotel in Crystal City near the making reasonable efforts to
. class tothe National Law Center. Patent Office, Chief Judge confront and resolve the
Early in the semester the Markey, of the Court of Customs problems which we face While
Marshall Inn will be sponsoring a and Patent Appeals will address attending one of this nation's
number of programs designed to the SPLA at a luncheon. Students many law schools ..Consequently,
bring law students, judges and will, receive special discounts on we have a deeper responsibility as
attorneys together in informal, ., lunch. Chief Judge Markey will Black law students at the
yet informative meetings. discuss the future of intellectual Natloeal Law Center to influence
The Marshall Inn invites' all property law. this institution to utilize its legal
students to attend its programs In early October, one of the expertise and prestige to ef-
The Van Vleck Appellate Case " and to co.nsider ~embership i.n authors of regulations for the new fectively bring about changes in
Club is pleased to announce that the fraternity.. While law school IS Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) the, legal system which are
it, will again be sponsoring two demandin~ .up,on." one's ,~ime" will discuss implications of the responsive. to our needs as
Moot Court competitions during membership m PhI Delta PhI can new treaty in a speech that will students.
the 1978-79 academic year. The be an important part of one's interest those students .of. in- The real challenge for BALSA
upper class competition, open to legal education and career. ternational law. at GW begins when we attempt to
all second and third year students, Membership in the Marshall Inn Students interested in the new objectively assess the direction
will get underway in September. provides an .important link Copyright Act will enjoy meeting which we choose for the
The first year competition is between classroom studies and and hearing" Barbara Ringer, organization, the nature of the
scheduled. to take' place in Spring legal activities in Washington. Registrar 'of Copyrights with the interplay between our organi-"
1979.' Recently, the, Marshall lim Library of Congress, scheduled to zational goals and our individual
Moot Court competition is an speaker program, sponsored a speak in early November. ,career orientation, the nature of
important law school experience. lecture featuring Judge Charles Looking toward next semester, the sacrifices which we are willing
Competition participants, in 'R. Richey of the U.S. District plan on entering the Giles S. Rich to make in order to achieve ex-
preparing briefs for each side of ,Court of the District of Colum- moot court 'competition.' Par_cellence, and the sense of com-
"the selected issue" develop bia, Panel" discussions ,have ticipants receive two credits munity that we' are able to
valuable research and writing focused on the trial of' rape.cases, .fu l f il l ing t hei r \IV r it i ng, generate among our fellow Black
skills. The oral arguments,judicial disabilities and' tenure requirements. Moot court is a students. ~'-
.presided overby-Iocal attorneys and litigation aspects of affirma- good chance to get practical There area number of activities
and jurists, provide competitors tive action programs. 0 experience in litigation before and projects which BALSA at
with the exposure necessary to In addition to providing an graduation. An organizational" GW intends to sponsor during the
improve their speaking ability. opportunity for students and meeting will be held Monday, upcoming academic year. Among
All upper class competitors - practitioners to meet in various January 15th"an,d, oral arguments these events are an orientation
receive one credit unit for contexts, Phi DeltaPhi members 'II b h d ', _ WI e ,', ear, "the week of program for incoming minority
satisfactory. participati,on;inthe-may participate in excellent Fbie ruary 9, 1979._$tudents, a monthly speaker series
preliminary rounds. The four student loan and insurance plans. Th SPL
finalists' all receive an additional' The social and professional e ' A has something to featuring a host of prominent
credit. Each member of the benefits of membership are sub- offer everyone. For more in- legal educators, attorneys and
,. form"ation, or for, a membership officials, an alumni reception and a
winning team is awarded a trophy stantial, Check the bulletin ..id fBI rorm, contact: Kim Smith (525- graduation banquet.
and a cash prize. 'Satisfactory outst e 0 aeon ounge for 9316)
performance in the upper class announcements of upcoming ; T?':UMoore (338-7593); or Matriculation in law school will
competition also 'fulfills the Law activities. ,Bill Booth (466-3443). provide each of you with an
Center's legal writing For additional information, opportunity to acquire sub-
requirement. The first year please feel free to call Steve Blair, BALSA stantial knowledge and skills
finalists each receive one credit Magister, at 524-4710 of Richard which are necessary to meet the
unit as well as an award. Deering, Vice Magister, at 751- demands of the legal profession,
",The Van Vleck Club is open to 6056. The, Black American' Law The George Washington
any student who has participated Stude?ts Association is a national University chapter of the Black
in past competitions. The Honor Pat" t orgamzatIon composed of black American Law Students Asso-
Board, ,which is the' governing, en law. students whose purpose is to ciation wishes to extend an in-
body ofthe Club, is open to all L artlclJlate and promote the vitation to each of you to con-
interested ,Club members. In~ aw Assoc. professional needs and goals of its tribute your talents and skills to
,terested students should inquire at men,tbership. In an effort - to our organization so that BALSA
the Moot CoiJrt office in Bacon The Student Patent Law Asso_attam these goals; BALSA has set may continue to grow and
Hall forfurther details. ciation(SPLA) welcomes all new ~or~h several important ob- develop into a viable and effective
students to the;' National Law 'jectlves: to foster and encourage legal mechanism.
Center, and welcomes back all professional competence; to focus - 'Interested students should
returning students! upon the relationship of the Black contact Kenneth T. Grant, Chair'
The SPLA is an organization to attorney and/or law student to person, BALSA, Bacon Hall
promote the interests of, and to ~he, American legal system; to Room 309.
~ct as a forum for, all students IDstlll in the Black atto
The National Lawyers Guild is IDteres~ed in intellectual property and/or law student a gr:~:~ La R
I, . f ' I law (patent,copyright, trademark awareness of the legal needs of azaa coa IUon 0 awstudents d f'dedicated to social and legal an un aIr competition law). The the Black community' t' , , ' '
reform. It is best known for its best w~y to de~ribe what the fluence the entire I ' I 0 10-. Movlmlento Legal Latino I,Sthe
anti-McCarthy stance in the SPLA IS all about is to outline munity to ef~ t ,/ ega .Com- - GW chapter of La Raza National
1950's, itsallti-war work in the some of the activities the SPLA change so as t~C f r;~amngful Law Students Association, an
1960's, ' and' its solid'arity with has planned for this year. provision onegal as ~CIHate the organization which pursues legal
Third World and minority On Saturday, September 9th members of the Blac~stance to ~ll and political issues of concern t~
struggles in the 1970's. The GW' we ar.e throwing a kickoff party' who are in need of commu~lty the Latin community a~
Chapter of 'the NLG was reac-, espeCIally inviting all first year' and to f such servIces organizes social activities for Itsstudents Th' per orm all things . f the
tivated last semester and plans to ' . IS party will bea necessary and lawf members. La Raza IS on~ 0 .
hold several meetings this year to good chance to meet other complish these obje t' ul to ac- most active student orgamzatlOnS
discuss issues of concern to its ~tudents who are interested in The Black lawc I;es. at the National Law Center ..Last
Edited and ma,nage<i by membership. ' IDte!l~c.tualproperty law. The George Wa h' tudents at year La Raza's annual natIOnalfe!Ulvlue b . s IOgton Unive 't d at
students,. the Geo~ge Washington Last year the National Lawyers s egm at 8:00 pm' feel that acco " rSI y convention was conducte
~aw ReVIewpU.bhshesa monthly ..Ouild. sponsored a panel, watc? th~ SPLA bulletin b~ard objectives will r~P~~~hlng th~se GW. The organiza1ion als~
J,~~~al",~,~":'~~~S_?;t~~~ent .. di~c.\!is.iP1LQo....J!lt.ernative....legal' fObdIrectIons to the party. dedication and a
q
se~seCOlolefct~vesponsored several suWccehS~nfgU_
n Monday, September 25; at dividual com . 10- parties throughout the as I
mltment on the part ton area and anticipates ad-
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SBA
The Student .Bar Association
(SBA) is the student government
at the National Law Center.'
Comprised of an annuallyelected
President, two, vice-presidents,
and representatives from, all
classes, including day and night
divisions, the ,SBA meets' on a
regular basis to determine policy
and conduct relevant business.
'The SBAperforms. the
following functions:
1. Representative -' The SBA
acts as a go-between between the
student body and the faculty and
deans. Working with other-
groups and sfudents, -the SBA
seeks to coordinate student input
into Law Center decision-making
on a number of issues. Of par-
ticular concern has been the
,,;search for a new dean and the
faculty committee structure.
2. Funding - From a limited
allocation 'of money from the
Dean's Office and from anad-
ditional allocation applied' for
and received from the George
Washington University student
government, the SBA is able to
provide some financial assistance
to Law Center studentorgani-
zations.
3. Special Events - The SBA
hopes' to be able to sponsor
speakers and forums in the
coming year on topics of general
interest.
4. Social Events - The. SBA
sponsors parties, movies" and
other social functions with the
purpose of' promoting sociali-
zation and reducing tension.
5. Services to Students - The
SBA runs a book exchange,
coordinates lockers, conducts
teacher evaluations, is responsible
for the vending machines, and
performs other services.
6. First- Year Orientation
First-year orientation activities
are sponsored by the SBA.
In addition to these, the SBA
tries generally to assure that
student problems with the Law
Center are taken care of to the
greatest extent possib!e.
. Therefore, 'the SBA has con-
siderable flexibility each- year in
determining the issues itwiH
speak to and thedirectiQn it willtak'e. ' , ' , -,'
The SBA welcomes - and .en-
courages student participation.
,All students areericouraged to
,vote in annual elections and those
with special interests should run
for office. SBA meetings are open
to all students; meeting times and'
places will be posted. In addition,
the SBA maintains an office in
301 Bacon, tel.,', 676-7150.
Students should feel-free to come
up and talk about how they can
get involved or about, things that,
need doing in theLilw Center. :' '
SBA officers are:
President - Stephen Friedman
Day Vice-President: Sam
Malizzia
Night Vice-President: Shambu
Chopra
LawReview
.. rlational Law Center
,"
careers and a forum on J.P.
Stevens boycott. Previous
workshops have focueson union
support in labor strikes, op-
position to S-I, gay rights, and
the fight against imperialism
abroad.
notes on current topics in public
law. The staff is selected after the
first year of law school on the
basis of academic excellence and
writing skill. Each member of the
law review participates in, a. two
year research, writing, and
production program for which
credit is given. Membership is
probably the most coveted .honor
which a 'law student' may attain
and participation, may count
.heavily in" obtaining job in-
terviews, Details on application
will be made available near the
end of the spring semester.
Additional information may be
obtained from the law review,
office in Bacon Hall.
Phi,Delta Phi,
Moot Court
National
L~wyersGuild
, Page Five
Student Organizations
Student Booth, and invite you to
help us develop our policy posi-
tions and recommendations.
Eventually, you will realize that
the college experience merely con-
sists of theoretical training geared
to develop problem-solving skills-
-so why not start gaining some
Wom'en's R.eghts practical experience in problemsolving and policy development
right now?Organ.ezation Finally, we encourage you to
stop by our office in the Marvin
Center (rm. 408) in order to
discuss in more detail the various
projects we are presently under-
taking, or contact Cesar Negrette,
President, G.W.U.S.A. or one of
the NLC representatives to
G.W.U.S.A., Shambhu Chopra,
Dana Dembrow, orJim Toomey.
ditional social gatherings during
the 1978-79 academic year.
Interested parties may obtain
details On membership· and up-
coming actlvities by visiting the
club's office in Bacon Hall room309.
The Women's Rights
Organization is a non-clinical
association responsive to the
needs and desires of women law
students. The group has func-
tioned in many different roles,
responding to the recent dramatic
increase in the number of female
law students and their growing
awareness and changing con-
cerns. It has sponsored speakers
on such topics as sex discrimina-
tion in employment and women's
credit status. Anyone interested in
pursuing women's rights issues
may wish to get a group together
to reactivate the organization at
GW this year.
GWUSA
The George Washington Uni-
versity Student Association has a
unique function at G.W. It fosters
the basic rights and respon-
sibilities of all its student
members, and it promotes their
general welfare. However ,when
speaking of- student rights and
responsibilities, .we are not only
referring to those outlined in the
"Guide to Student Rights and
Responsibilities"; but rather, a
broader range of rights and
responsibilities. For example, the
.right to make the Administration
accountable for its policy actions
and the right to receive assistance
from more experienced student
peers. .
Moreover, in order to fulfill
these goals more adequately, the
G.W.U.S.A. has ' developed a
couple of new programs which
should be of great benefit to all
students. First of all, we will be
operating a Student Information
Booth at the Marvin Center
Ground Floor. If you ever have a
problem and donot know where
to go to-stop by your Student
Booth and. we will gladly help.
Furthermore, if you have been
given the run-around by the
Administration and 'feel hope-
less-stop by your Student Booth.
For, we are starting another pro-
gram (called the Stu~ent A.d-
vocacy Service) which will consist
of a specialized group of student
counsels who will personally take
unsolved student proble~s
through the bureaucratic
hierarchy of the G.W.U. A~-
ministration. And finally, If
necessary, .we will discuss the
problem at our monthly Issues
Forum and reque~t !hat. t~e
Administration pubhcly Justify ItS
policy position. .
In addition, there IS another
dimension to your Stud~nt
Association-namely the creative
function. Basically, we offer you
the opportunity to channel your
ideas and SUggestions through the
Gay Law
Students
Gay Law Students at GWU is
an informal. group of men and
women, part of a city-wide
coalition of gay students from all
area law schools. The function of
GLS is primarily social: to bring
together an invisible minority, to
support each other in the
sometimes double trauma of
being a law student and being a
gay law student.
GLS has also sponsored films
and speeches on legal and social
issues of interest to gay people.
Opportunities exist for political
or legal work in support of the
gay rights movement.
A, get-acquainted party will be
announced shortly after classes
begin. Watch the bulletin boards
for posters.
International
Law Society
The .National Law Center's
International Law Society is an
association of National Law
'Center students dedicated to the
idea of adding an international
perspective to the study of law at
G.W. Our membership is open to
all NLC students, and is par-
ticularly valuable to the steadily
increasing number of masters
candidates and undergraduate
law students who are drawn. to
,G.W. because of the international
programs which it offers.
The ILS (International Law
, Society) provides G.W. students
with a unique opportunity to gain
insight into the functions of the
vast international bureaucracy
which surrounds us here in
Washington, and to assimilate a
working knowledge of the law,
regulations, and policy which a
practitioner must be intimately
aware of in order to advise a
client with interests abroad.
Our primary method of ac-
complishing these ends is to bring
outstanding members of the
international community into the"
classrooms of the Law Center.
The poeple who formulate law
and policy, who guide the course
of our relationships with the rest
of the world, who direct the flow
of billions of dollars to
developing countries and in a very
real sense decide the .fate of
nations, do all this within five
minutes walking distance of our
law school. The ILS seeks to
make the Law: Center a greater
part of this rich environment by
putting G.W.students in direct
personal contact with the people
who comprise it. In short, the ILS
acts as a liaison between the law
center and the international
community. By performing this
function, the ILS strives to open
new avenues of knowledge to
G.W. law students, and combate
the narrowness of perspective
which is so often the unfortunate
incident of the study of law.
Our programs and topics last
year included:
The Panama Canal Treaty -
Ambler Moss, Ambassador-at-
large.
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Technology A symposium
comprised of five members of the
"nuclear energy bar": Arms
Control and Disarmament
Agency, Department of Energy,
State Department, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and
, private practice.
Washington International Law
Week-end - Tours of the top
international law firms and of
government agencies, and a
career seminar.
Practice of Law Abroad - Eric
Herpin, American lawyer
practicing in Brussels.
New, Perspectives on
Rehabilitation of Criminals -
Indian Supreme Court Justice
Iyer.
. ArmsControl- Harry Almond,
U.S.Department of Defense.
. The Developing Law of the
EEC -Mr. Kopf, German Judge.
U.S. - India Relations - Mr.
Paklaivala, Indian Ambassador
totheD.S.
U.S. Japanese Trade
Relationships :. A -symposium
featuring: Hon. James Jones,
Ways and Means Subcommittee
on Trade; Noel Hemmendinger,
Hemmendinger, Whitaker,. and
Kennedy; Stephen Lan.le, Office
of the SPecial Representative for
U.S. Trade Negotiations; Sam
Rosenblatt, International
Economic Policy Association;
Rudolph Oswald, Director. of '
Research, AFL-CIO; Mr., Hajine
Ota, U.S.-Japanese Trade
Council.
During the fall semester, the
International Law Society will
sponsor two major international
events. The first is the
Washington International Law
Weekend, a two day program
Oct. 14-15. This event, sponsored
in conjunction with the George-
town International Law Society
and the ABA· section on inter-
national law, will include tours of
prominent international law firms
and international agencies who
will discuss hiring practices, and
job opportunities, a panel
discussion on trans-national data
flows, a dinner and speaker,
cocktail parties, and other events.
We anticipate that, as always, the
Weekend will provide students
with an excellent opportunity to
meet the most prominent
members of the international
community.
Our second major program will
concentrate on the ongoing ef- Board of Editors and a Staff of
forts to establish a lasting peace in approximately thirty associates,
the Middle East. Our panel of all from the National Law Center,
speakers will include top Ad- ' the Journal publishes three times
ministration officials, members per year. Now entering its thir-
of Congress, and representatives teenth year of publication, the
from the Arab nations and Israel. Journal was first published in
We encourage all Law Center 1966 under a Ford Foundation
students to participate in these Grant as Studies in Law and
events, and to take a little time Economic Dev.elopment. Up-
this fall to learn more about the . coming issues will explore trade
International Law Society and between the United States and
what it' has to offer. Japan, the rights of prisoners in
J I f other countries, the role of in-ourna 0 ternational telecommunications
lei and numerous other topics ofnternationa current international concern.
Staff members of the JournalLaw are selected in the spring from the
.first-year day and second-year
& Econom.eCS night classes. Selections are madeon the basis of grade point
average and participation in a
writing competition.
Students wishing additional
information should contact
Jennifer Freeman, Editor-in
Chief, Basement of Bacon Hall.
The Journal of International
Law & Economics is a student-run
law review focusing on public and
private international law. With
the assistance of an eleven person
.CopingwithLawSChool------ from page two
at this drivel since everyone knows that we're only" in it so we can
make more money than real estate agents or undertakers. Perhaps
some law students are of the same impression. These people are
requested not to read further, I am about to reveal one of the most
closely guarded secrets of the legal profession. Anyone who con-
tinues reading must pledge never to mention what you are about to
learn to any member of the general public or they will probably
catch on to what we are up to and refuse to pay exorbitant rates any
longer. Ready? All non-lawyers stopped reading? OK, here's the
secret ... LAW SCHOOL IS A BLAST! '
This may sound like the ravings of a crazed masochistic maniac
but it is actually the truth. Think about it if you don't believe m~.
What else would you be doing here If this were not so?-The law IS
many things: The study encompasses business, politics, psychology,
sports, medicine, sociology, art, journalism, automotive mechanics,
building construction, and a million other disciplines as vast or as
particular as you care to name. Just pick one, or seve~al, or all, and
consider the legal implications. Then DO IT-anythlOg you want.
Eighty-four credits down the road you may loo~ back and wonder
what you actually gained besides a few definitions in a strange .lingo
and perhaps a divorce ora hospitalization. It pro~ably ~III be
difficult to identify any specific thing that you acquire during t~e
course of your legal education; but one result that should occur IS
that you will recognize the law everywhere. .
Enjoy it-every case, every lecture, every argument with your
classmates and every reflection on your own ignorance. Gradually
you will develop an understanding of the interrelationships between
societal components and an analytical ability to evaluate what you
perceive and act accordingly. Don't forget to open your eyes. You'll
find the law in everything you see.
, Copyright (c) 1978, Dana Dembrow
G.W.U. Bookstore
For
All Law Books
-Supplies
-Study Aids
Special Hours
Today 8:45 to 7:00
Fri Aug 18 8:45 to .6:00
Mon Aug 21 8:45 to 6:00
GROUND FLOOR MARVIN CENTER
ge Six
Knowledge
1
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
National Archives
Library of Congress
Smithsonian Institution
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Brookings Institution
Carnegie Institution. ~
National Academies of Sciences and Engineering
George Washington University
Georgetown University School of Law
Potomac School of Law
-Mon~y
11 International Monetary Fund
12 Internal Revenue Service
13 Treasury Department
14 Bureau of Engraving and Printing
IS Federal Reserve System
16 Department of Commerce
17 Federal Trade Commission
18 Interstate Commerce Commission
19 Department of Health, Education & Welfare
20 Department of Agriculture
Pouier
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
, Supreme Court
Federal District Court for the District of Columbia
Superior Court of the District of Columbia
Congress
WhiteHouse
Office of Management & Budget
Department of Justice
The Trapezoid
Department of State
Embassy Row
AFL-CiO
Teamsters Union
National Rifle Association
Metropolitan Police Department
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Beauty
36
37
38'
39
40
41
42
.43
44
45
National Gallery of Art
Botanical Gardens
Lincoln Memorial
Jefferson Memorial
Washington Monument
The Mall
National Gallery East Building
National Portrait Gallery
Hirshhom Gallery of Modem Art
National Geographic Society
Health
46 George Washington University Hospital
47 Food & Drug Administration
48 American Red Cross
49 Environmental Protection Agency
50 National Wildlife Federation
51 Rock Creek Park
52 Potomac Park
53 Constitution Gardens
54 Theodore Roosevelt Island
55 Arlington Memorial Cemetary
Sex
56 Georgetown
57 Night Club Corner
58 Duport Circle
59 Porn Place
60 Hooker Haven
Too much power
and not enough sex?
a
NavigatioDl
I
. I .
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Clinical Law Programs
One of the great strengths of
the National Law Center is its
wide array of clinical law pro-
grams. Through them students
are able to acquire on-the-job
experience, while helping many
sectors of the community. Two of
these programs (The Consumer
Protection Center and The Law
and the Deaf Clinic) are discussed
in some detail in this issue. The
following data constitutes a brief
description of some of the other'
clinical course offerings currently
available to G.W. Law Students.
Clinical studies in Urban Law
(Law 579)
Known popularly as the Com- '
munity Legal Clinic, (C.L.C.), is'
a six year-old institution of the
National Law Center, which op-
erates under the fundamental
proposition that second and third-
year law students can gain in-
valuable practical legal experience
while helping provide badly
needed civil representation to
numerous 'area residents in-
capable of retaining paid counsel.
All of this is accomplished while
upholding the very highest of
educational and professional
standards. ,
The Clinic has grown from a
fifteen student effort directed by
a part-time faculty member, to a
program which annually com-
prises well over one hundred reg-
istered students under, the super-
vision of four full-time teaching
lawyers supported by two
paralegal assistarits who double as
administrative aides. Each year,
the Clinic. which remains in
operation twelve months a year"
serves some 3,000 D.C. area
residents who are at or below
established poverty levels.
The course is offered for a
maximum of eight semester'
hours, normally spread over two
or three semesters. The, basic
structure of the Clinic is that of a
small but well developed legal
service program geared to educat-
ing its practitioners in almost
every procedure and technique of
general civil practice.
Client interviewing and coun-
'seling, non-litigational advocacy,
legal research, drafting and
pleading, as well as' admin-
istrative and courtroom practice
are all offered in a variety of
practical and procedural settings,
each stressing professional work
habits and responsibility.
Client intake is accomplished
through three storefront offices,
including the Legal Aid office in
Bacon Hall, a storefront in
Anacostia, and a visitation pro-
gram to public housing for the
city's aging. In addition to !he
hourly requirements of staffing
these facilities, students attend
small mandatory weekly seminars
in which their cases are discussed
with each other and their faculty
member supervising attorney.
These seminars are com-
plimented by a series of more
formal classroom presentations
on representation techniques and
substantive or procedural areas of
law related to the cliilical practice
by students. Importa'ntly' the
supervising attorneys are, also
regularly available on campus for
ad hoc consultations with clinic
students on an individual basis.
The fastest growing and
currently most ambitious aspect
of the Clinic's client representa-
tion activities ceniersaround its
older American's involvement
with the Institute of Law and
Aging at the National Law
Center. The direct client service
component of the Institute,
known as P.E.P. (Protection of
Elderly Persons), located in a bi-
,lingual (Spanish-English)
neighborhood heavily populated The Legal Aid Bureau, (Law 346)
with older persons, provides
Clinic students with a specialized Each year some one, hundred
and unique clinical opportunity. second kand thirdhyear ladw
l
•
ts
sptu
er
-
_ dents ta e up to tree cre
Its uniqueness stems not only semester working in a variety of
from the nature' of the client special projects offered under t~e
population and areas of law they Legal Aid Bureau. The Legal AId
generate the most cases in, but Bureau continues to function
also from the fact that this office under its initial conception of
also works regularly with profes- providing an outlet for partieul-
sionals from other disciplines arized' student interests through
such as psychiatry and general outside internships with govern-
.medicine. This interdisciplinary ment agencies, placements, with
training and service is made so-called public interest legal in-
. possible because of a joint pro~ect stitutions, or specialized projects
developed with the Medical within the law school.
Center of the University. Students may receive two to
three credits for doing w~rk
outside of the law school during
the semester. A minimum of five
hours per week per credit over the
semester is required for each
credit received. Students cann.ot
be paid for their w?rk while
receiving credit. OutSIde pla~e-
ments are set up either by the m-
dividual student or his or her own
initiative, or through internship
programs which have developed
over a period of time through tho-
Legal Aid Bureau.
Students participating in such
outside projects must be super-
vised by an attorney within the
continued next page
Consumer Protection Center-- ~~_frompa~eone
Students working at both Con-
tact 4 and Consumer HELP
mediate a variety of consumer'
disputes, soon learning to recog-
nize complaints which involve
fraud. Some common problems
include automobile purchase and
re-pair, credit, mail, order,
'medical overcharge, homeim-
provement, delivery of govern-
ment services, retail sales, and
landlord/tenant disputes. For ex-.
ample, a typical automobile com-
plaint might concern unautho-
rized repairs, breach of warranty,
revocation of acceptance, a re-
verse mechanics lien, financing
problems, odometer tampering,
or unjustified refusalto return a
deposit. Last semester, the Center
wrote an amicus brief for Neigh-
borhood Legal services on auto-
mobile repossession, resale and,
deficiency judgment. Students fa-
miliarize themselves with the reo
levant statutes and literature on
the subject,locate useful commu-
nity contacts, analyze the merits
of the consumer's and seller's po-
sitions and (hopefully) negotiate
a settlement.'
The fact investigation and
.megotiation skills that are
,developed through the complaint-
.handling process are .distinctly
different from the advocacy skills
which law students are taught, in
the classroom. The most effective
case-handlers are able to convince
each Pa'ty that hisjher interests ae
, understood and protected. To a
large extent, students must rely on
their own abilities gained through
experience. In addition, the Con-
tact 4 staff finds that the implicit
threat of television exposure pro-
vides a certain impetus to busi-"
nesses to settle the problem.
Extensive resources at the Con-
sumer Protection Center are
available to educate students in
federal, state, and local laws con-
cerning consumer transactions.
Most worthwhile for the student-
participants, however, is the
opportunity to develop a variety
of practical legal skills. The con-
ceptual challenges presented in
the classroom take on an added
dimension-almost instantly-
when the student is "confronted
with an irate businessman or con-
sumer. At this point the technique
of a successful negotiator and
mediator becomes an appreciated
, ~,'.:.: ~i. ';':"", ~ .,'" .... .t ,; ... '... < ....
asset. These skills are crucial in.
every field of law, and are a
commonplace requirement of
practice. Constant client contact
helps the students to become more
self-confident, articulate, and ex-
pert in problem solving. and in
recognizing legal and factual
issues.
D.C. OFFICE OF CONSUMER
PROTECTION
In January, 1977, the Center
initiated a new project-placing
legal interns with the D.C. Office
of Consumer Protection (OCP).
OCP was established by the D,C.
Consumer Protection Procedures
Act. effective July, 1976, "to
provide consumers in the District
with procedures for the redress of
improper trade practices, and for
other purposes." Granted expan-
sive powers under the Act. OCP
may hold hearings, issue sum-
mons and subpeonas, issue cease
and desist orders, and award da-
mages in contract, orders for
restitution, recission, refor-
mation, repair, and replacement.
The Consumer Protection Cen-
ter was instrumental in drafting
the Act and developing the struc-
ture of the new OCP. Legal in-
terns working with the OCP staff
handle complaints received at the
Office and use techniques similar
to those employed at Consumer
HELP and Contact 4. Under the
supervision of the OCP General
Counsel., students with previous
case handling experience bring
cases alleging violation of D.C.'
consumer laws' before the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge. Other'
students perform clerkship duties
for the Administrative Law Judge
to, fulfill their credit require-
ments,
BANKRUPTCY
Realizing the necessity of sup-
plying legal services in
bankruptcy and other financial
matters for indigent and lower
middle Class residents in the
District of Columbia, the Center
in conjunction with the District of
Columbia Bar Association has
established a Bankruptcy and
Financial Affairs Clinic. Students
under the supervision' of the Cen-
ter's supervising attorney,
Richard C. Wills, ESQ, provide
the necessary legal services and
counseling for District of Colum-
bia residents. Students deal with a
wide range of problems including
but not limited to consumer bank-
ruptcy proceedings, Chapter XIII
wage earner's plans, debt reduc-
tion and consolidation, and
financial planning. Provisions are
being made for students to handle
all aspects of their clients' pro-
blems including litigation and
representation in the Bankruptcy
Court.
PACE PROJECT
In the fall of 1977, the Center
initIated the PACE 'project 'in
collaboration 'with Automobile
Owners Action Council. This pro-
ject, funded by the Office of
Education at HEW , has enabled
the Center to develop three mono-
graphs designed to deal with a
prevalent/critical area of consumer
concern-auto problems. Mono-
graphs have been written on Laws
Relating to the Purchase, Finan-
cing and Repair of Automobiles;
How to Buy, Finance and Insure
an Automobile; and Preventative
Automobile Repair and Main-
tenance. Instructional programs
will be set up to disseminate this
information to community and
consumer groups, as well as indi-
viduals. Monographs and classes
will be available on an adult and
8th grade educational level and in
Spanish.
FDA PROJECT
Consumer HELP has
developed training materials and
instruction techniques which 'are
being used in a nationwide con-
sumer training program was
created to address the access pro-
blems of elderly, low income citi-
zens, and other disenfranchised
citizens who lack consumer exper-
tise. Classes utilizing these
materials were held in the Spring
of 1978 in 7 pilot cities. The train-
ing program will be expanded
during the spring of 1979.
RESEARCH AND WRITING
TECHNIQUES
The Center Bi-annually pu-
blishes a supplement to the Con-
sumer Protection Reporting Ser-
vice which was begun in 1973' by
Professor Rothschild and Dean
David Carroll of the University of
Southern California. A case-
book,Consumer Protection: Text
and Material, now in its second
edition., is used in law schools
across the country. Students are
responsible for the research and
writing that keep the publications
current. Each student receives full
recognition for hisjher authorship
in the publications" and royalties
help defray operating costs at the
Center.
SUBSTANTIVE CONSUMER
LAW
Those laws which affect the
rights of consumers are an inte-
gral part of the cashhandling, re-
search, and investigation per-
formed by students in each of the
projects. In addition, consumer
law is examined in detail during a
weekly seminar taught by Profes-
sor Rothschild. Resources avail-
able at the Center include compil-
ations of consumer laws as well as
.practical data useful in problem
solving. Efforts are being made to
constantly update the materials '
and to organize them to make
them more accessible to students.
COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Law students who take Clinical
Law Course #459 for two (2) cre-
dits will be scheduled into eight
(8) hours of clinical time each
week. Students who take the clinic
for three(3) credits are expected to
'spend' ten (10) hours each week '
and attend the seminar offered by
Professor Rothschild. Most of the
clinical activities take place
during the day. However, night
students can contact Professor
Rothschild 'and make 'arrange-
ments to do research in consumer
law. The course is also offered
during both summer sessions,
with the time requirement in-
creased to ten (10) hours per cre-
dit.
Students chosen to supervise
the Center's projects may do so
for credit or for a student stipend.
.Law students are justifiably
, concerned with the practical con-
siderations of what courses and
activities will advance their com-
petency and career as an attorney.
The Center provides useful tools
to meet these practical goals, and
to those with a public-interest
bent, it offers something even
more important-a chance to
serve the public.
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agency who has supplied. the - D.C. "Law Students in Court Law Students Civil Rights statement of the number of hours' student's ability in research,
Legal Aid Bureau with a descrip- Program (Law,345) . _Research Council (Law 343) worked. analysis and advocacy.
tion of the daily job duties and the Within a week after the end of . Past projects have produced
overall expectationsof the outside' This consortium of law schools Each semester approximately a the exam period, everyone must such documents as formal com-
agency for' student performance. sponsored program. annually dozen students receive one or two submit a final report bringing the' ··plaints and petitions for rule
This job description is approved .involves s~me sixty-four George credits for involvement in civil monthly reports up to date; and making, to adminis trati ve
by the faculty supervisor for ' Washington students, thirty-three rights research for a variety.of': .: summarizing (a) majoraccomp- agen<;ies,complaintsand related
outside placements, who also . . th C"I D' . , '. d '. . . . . I' h" d (b) th d ti '1 docum~entsin J'udicial proceedings.In e. IVI. IVISlon andthirty- civil ..rig,htsorientedl ..egal p.r,oject.s,'.' IS. ments an . .'e ~ uca ionar : .. ' '. . .monitors the student'S '.,progress .. h C' . I ... .' . 'b' ,....fi deri d f' th .. and reports supporting requestsone In t e nmmai. DIVISion of" This year the courseoffered~1ist ene Its enve rom elr .ac- , . '.' . .
during the course of the semester -the District of- Columbia, .Of. twenty-two separate .oppor" tivitldS. Before credit can be given . for proposed legislative action.
through consultation with" the Superior, Court. The course is tunities for exposure to .Htiga- for this internship, a letter from Supervision. of. the student's
agency supervisors and interviews. offered for four credit hours per tional, legislative and adrninistra- each supervising attorney or work is provided by personal con-
with the students themselves. semester, andparticipatingstu~ tive activities. The gamut ran all director must also be submitted sultation with, as well as status'
dents, must participate in the the way from the U .S, Depart. 'acknowledging that the student reports .to, the faculty member
program for, two consecutive mentof Justice (Civil Rights Divi- adequately fulfilled the organiza- teaching the.i.course, Professor
semestersv >: sion) to the National Organiza- tion's.expectations, the approxi- Banzhaf, and his attorney
Open only to third-year' stu- tionto Reform Marijuana Laws.: mate number of hours which were assistant, Such meetings take
dentsvparticipants represent in- By the end' of the second week devoted; and the type of work •place' on a twice weekly basis in
digent litigants in the Small of each semester,' participating' with which they were involved. addition to a weekly seminar
Claims, Landlord-Tenant. and students must submit a two page which discusses such group repre-
, Criminal (misdemeanors) division-- accounting of 'th.e projected Legal Activism (Law 396) sentation .:issues and techniques
of the D.C. Superior Court. Their activities they anticipate for. the as, theuse of the Freedom of
duties include client interviews. coming weeks. The report must Approximately fifteen students Information' Act, the press
investigation, settlement ne- include the name of an attorney at each. semester participate. in this '. release,' the press conference, Qui
gotiationsvpreparationand argu- the organization who will agree to course for three hours of Tam' actions. and ethical
ment of motions, and conduct of be responsible for 'direct super- academic credit. problems of legal activists.
trials. .Students are required to vision of the participant's clinical The, format of this course'
spend one day in court and attend work. The report must also in- involves the formation of small
seminars each week. Preference clude. a -. commitment to a clinical teams of three or more
. for admission to this program is minimum number of hours (60) students around specific "public
.given to students with a cumula- per semester, for each credit the interest" issues affecting large
tive grade average above 75" al- student registers for., groups of otherwise unrepre-
though consideration is given to Every three or four weeks sentedpeople. In the past these
past participation in clinical or thereafter; the student must diverse groups have included
extracurricular activities oriem-: submit a two page report of everything from non-smoking air-
ployment which provides project activities, including: (a) a line passengers to potential pur-
background for litigation and brief summary of each matter chasers of Volvo automobiles. .
working with indigents. Students which has been worked on (e.g., if Each project must attempt to
. may participate during the ~Ieg~l proceeding, a statet."e~t of achleve.Jts goals-through a law
summer.during-the fall academic 'its Jegal'and factual. baSIS;. If a related activityvbe it regulatory,
year, or during the summer, plus memo, a summary. of the Issues judicial. iegislative or the like.
one other semester. . researched); (b) a brief account of The' culmination of the project
Excellent supervision in this the type of work performed (e.g., must include the production of
program is provided by. a staff of interviewing clients,. witnesses or one or more major 'legal docu-
five attorneys all of whom possess experts; legal research and .memo- ments which form the basis upon
adjunct. faculty status at this' and writing., drafting of pleadIngs. or ' which the student' is graded. Such
the other three,participating law other legal papers); and (c) a a document must reflect the
schools. _ .
Client intake in this program IS
almost· exclusively of the in court
appointed counsel nature, with
few if any, cases being under-
tak~n in advance of litigation
initiated by the opposing party. A
wide gamut of case subject matter
is covered in each division of the
program and the consortium
setting allows for an all .to rare
forum for learning, and develop-
ing associations, with law . s~u-
dents enrolled in other -m-
stitutions.
This overall tightening up. of
the Legal Aid Bureau supervision
is a result of the placing of that
institution directly under the aus-
pices of the Director of the Com-
munity Legal Clinic aI!d his staff.
It has meant the end of volunteer
supervisors from the private .bar.
an arrangement which proved less
than satisfactory largely,. due to
limited student-attorney access~
Law &. Tlie Deaf,
._, the help of sign-language inter-
preters, discuss their problems
and provide 'the need~d
·~~~:'~~;~tZ~l~::i.~,~~~DiSCOUNT PRICESAND
they wish. participants have !he
f~i~::,::Z~n=~,~~:COMPLETESELECTION
participating in this course (Law .AT
398) should contact Prof .. Ban~- . . • • •
haf (Bacon 302, X7229) at their" .
earliest opportunity. and PRIOR . W'AS'HING' TO"Nto registering for this course. In - : . , '. '
addition to working in'the c1inic,_ . . .
students may also help in con- '. 'LA'W' 80' OK CO
ducting classes and workshops to ~ . ."" , " .' . •
acquaint deaf people with the
legal rights. and in preparing legal 1917E 5t. NW Tel.785-0424
documents involving public . . ye , • .,
in~red litiptioo_~~q w ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~hearing handicaps. ~
by Prof. John Banzhaf
An increasing demand for clini-
cal opportunities in dealing·with
deaf clients has forced the
National Center for Law and the
Deaf to limit the Fall term pio-
gram to ten law students from all
of the area law schools. .....,.
This clinical program is con-
ducted by the National Center ~or
Law and "the Deaf, a cooperative
project between_ Gallaudet'
College for the Deaf and ,the
National Law-·Center. It was set
up to provide legal services to ~he
hearing-impaired. and to provl~e
training to law students. m
handling problems related to
deafness.
In this program law stude~ts
meet with deaf clients and. With
ClinicalLaw Work (Law 399)
This course, which amounts to
a tutorial Clinical experience. is
open to third year students on a
credit. no credit, basis for up to
ten credit hours over. a two
semestertime period.
. A participating student may
work with any faculty member on
a. project,.of·· mutual acceptance'
involviiIg'litigation. research. or
public d' interest' activities in-
cluding: aid to indigents, support
of public interest non-profit
corporations. and support of
governmental agencies or courts,
.Projects must be approved' in
contin'uedonpage twelve
..
EVERY A VAILABLE AID
FORTHE LAW STUDEN
GILBE~T LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMAR.IES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH R.EVIEW NUTSH'ELLSERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASEDIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES .HORNBOOKS
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Law Center Faculty
The following is a list of full-time faculty members at
the National Law Center. They are at the disposal of any
member of the student body for course counseling and
legal instruction. Don't graduate without getting to know
a few.
JEFFREY M. ALBERT -ext. 6738, Bacon Hall rm.
404; -
,B.A. 1956, Princeton University; L.L.B. 1959, Harvard
University; L.L.M. 1962, New York University; courses: ....
commercial law, evidence, labor law
JOHN F. BANZHAF III - ext. 7229, Bacon Hall rm.
·302A;
B.S. in E.E. 1962, Massachusetts Institute of Tech:-
nology; J.D. 1965, Columbia Universityi Executive
Director, ASH (Action on Smoking and Health); Project
director, National Center for Law and the Deaf; courses:
administrative law, torts, legal activism; The Public
Interest Lawyer.
JEROME A. BARRON -- ext. 6837, Library rm. 503;
B.A. 1955, Tufts University; L.L.B. 1958, Yale Uni·
versity; LL.M. 1960, "George Washinlton University;
Chairman, Faculty Dean Search Committee; author,
Constitutional Law, Principles & Policy; Dean of Syra-
cuse Law School, 1972-73; courses: constitutional law,
civil procedure, mass communication. .
HUGH Y. BERNARD - ext. 7337, Library rm. 505A;
B.A. 1941, University of Georgia; B.S. in L.S. 1947, Col-
umbia University; J.D; 1961, George Washington Uni~
versity; G.W. Professor since 1962; Librarian of the
Jacob Burns Law Library.
JAMES M. BROWN - ext. 6765, Stockton Hall rm.·
411; ,
B.A. 1943, Univeristy of Illinois; J.D. 1963, University
of Florida; Director of Land Use Management and
Control Program; courses: land use planning, real estate
transactions, real property; Specializing in game theory ..
GERALD M. CAPLAN - ext. 7390, Library rm. 501C;
B.A. 1959, M.A. 1960, J.D. 1963, Northwestern Uni-
versity; Director, National Institute of Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice, Department of Justice, 1973-77;
courses: contracts, criminal law, criminal procedure.
MIL TON M. CARROW (Visiting Professor) - phone
797-7050,1785 Massachusetts Ave., rm, 304;
B.A. 1933, Syracuse Univeristy; J.D. 1937, Harvard Uni-
versity.
JAMES P. 'CHANDLER - ext. 4943, Bacon Hall rm.
403C;
. B.A. 1963, University of California, Berkeley; J.D. 1970,
University of California, Davis; LL.M. 1971, Harvard
University; Consultant, U.S. Government Accounting
Office; courses: property, trusts, law andcomputers. •
JOHN CIBINIC - ext. 6815, Bacon Hall rm. 3030;
(On leave this semester as a visiting professor at Brigham
Young University.) B.A. 1956, University of Pittsburgh;
J.D. 1960, George Washington Univeristy; GW pro-
fessor since 1963; courses: accounting, contracts, rem-
edies. . .
THOMAS F.'COURTLESS - ext. 6345, Building 0,
rm.201B; .
B.A. 1955, Pennsylvania State University; M.A. 1960;
Ph.D. 1966; University of Maryland; Professor of Law
and of Sociology; Director of the Institute of Law,
. Psychiatry & Criminology. .
RICHARD F.. FIELDING (Associate Professor) - ext.
7261, Stockton Hall rm. 409; .
B.A. 1966,. St. Joh's College (Maryland); M.A. 1969,
J.D. 1973, Univeristy of Chicago; courses: taxation,
commercial law.corporatlcns, contracts.
GILBERT J. GINSBURG ~ ext. 6815, Bacon Hallrm.
3030; .
B.A. 1954, B.A. in Law 1955, J.D. 1957, University of
Chicago; Director; Government Contracts Program;
author, Cases,& Materials on Federal Labor Standards
(1976); Cases & Materials on Equal Employment (1976);
courses: government contracts, accounting, Civil rights,
commercial paper, contracts.Iabor law, remedies, sales.
HAROLD P. GREEN - ext. 6366, Stockton Hallrm.
412;
B.A. 1942, J.D. 1048. University of Chicago; GW pro-
fessor since 1964; Attorney for U.S. 'Atomic Energy
Commission, 1950-54; Private practice 1955-77; courses:
corporations, constitutional law, law and science.
REID J. HAMBRICK - ext. 6747, Stockton Hall rm.
417; _
B.A. 1938, Wofford College; LL.B. 1942, Duke Uni-
versity; GW professor since 1957; IRS attorney 1949-57;
courses: corporation finance, federal income taxation.
IRVING KAYTON - ext. 7206 or 7208, Bacon Hall rm. SUSAN DELLER ROSS (Visiting Professor) --. ext.
4030; 3702 Bacon Hall rm. 404A; -
B.A. 1951, Cornell University; LL.B. 1957, New York B.A.: Knox College, J.D., New York University School,
University; LL.M. 1964, J.S.D. 1967, Columbia Uni- of Law; Lecturer at Columbia University Law School;
versity; GW professor since 1964; author, Patent Prop- Clinical Director, Women's Rights Project, ACLU.
erty, Cases and Readings; author, Patent Property, DONALD P. ROTHSCHILD _ ext. 6364,.Library rm.
Cases and Readings; courses: patent, .copyright and
trademark law, civil procedure; Director, Patent Law ~~~. 1950, University of Michigan; J.D. 19~5, Un~versity
Program. of Toledo; LL.M. 1966, Harvard University; DIrector,
DAVID 1. KEMPLER - ext. 6781, Bacon Hall rm. Consumer HELP; author, .Consumer ProtectionT~xt
404B; and Materials (1977), Materials and Cases on Collective
B.S., University orPennsylvaniav Jdx, University of - Bargaining and Labor Arbitration (w/Smith and Merri-
Connecticut, LL.M. Georgetown; adjunct professor, field) (1970); courses: commercial law, consumer law,
Catholic, Georgetown, Antioch, courses: federal income sales, negotiable instruments.
and corporate taxation; LEWIS A. SCHILLER - ext. 6909, Library rm. 504;
HERBERT J. [IEBESNY - ext. 7136,2025 Eye St., rm. B.A. 1950, LL.B. 1952, University of Texas at Austin;
120; '-._ M.A. 1958, Tufts University; GW professor since 1962;,
(Temporarily on sick leave.) J.D. 1935, University of courses: agency and partnership .. property, real estate
Vienna: :Project Coordinator, Afghan Legal Training transactions,insurance.· .
Program.' -
TERESA M. SCHWARTZ - ext. 6781, Bacon Hall rm.
DAVID C. (GREEN) LOWTHER-ext. 6752; Stockton 404B;
Hall rm. 407; (On leave this year to serve as a White House Fellow.)
B.A. 1948, Harvard University; LL.B. 1951, University B.A. 1965, Stanford University; J.D. 1971, george
of Virginia; GWprofessor since 1961; courses: anti-trust, Washington University; courses: products liability, torts,
.civil procedure, conflict of laws; criminal law, equity, civil procedure, commercial paper.
federal jurisdiction. - ,
DAVID SEIDELSON - ext. 6910, Library rm. 508;
WILLIAM T. MALLISON - ext. 6790, Stockton Hall B.A, 1951, LL.B. 1956, University of Pittsburgh;
rm.406; courses: torts, evidence; conflict ·of laws, corporations;
B.A. 1940, University or-Washington; LL.B. 1948, GW Professor since 1960.
Vanderbilt Univeristy.J .S.D. 1967, Yale University;GW
professor since 1951; Director, International Law DAVID J. SHARPE - ext. 6754, Library rm. 506;
Program. B.A. 1950, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill;
LL.B. 1955, S.J.D. 1969, Harvard University; GW pro-
LOUIS H. MAYO - ext. 7380, Main Library rm. 714; fessor since 1960; author, Cases and Materials on Admir-
B.S. 1940, U.S. Naval Academy; LL.B. 1949, University alty (1974), Problems in Forensic Medicine (1970);
of Virginia; J.S.D. 1953,Yale University; Vice President courses: admiralty, law and medicine, agency, civil pro-
_.Jor Policy Studies 'and Special Projects; GW professor cedure, remedies,
since 1950. • ERIC S. SIRULNIK - ext. 7463, Bacon Hall rm. WID;
LEROY S. MERRIFIELD - ext. 6745; Stockton Hall B.A. 1965, Franklin and Marshall College; J.D. 1968,
rm.408; - . . Boston University; LL.M. 1970, George Washington
B.A. 1938, LL.B .. 1941, University of Minnesota; University; Director of Clinical Programs; courses:'
M.P:A; 1942, S.J.D. 1956, Harvard University; author, urban law, administration of criminal justice, torts; Prin-
Materials and Cases on Collective Bargaining and Labor cipal supervisor of independent studies.
Arbitration (w/Smith & Rothschild) (1970), Cases and O'NEAL SMALLS - ext. 6748, Bacon Hall rm. 303;
Materials on Labor Relations Law (1974); Acting Dean B.S. 1964,Tuskegee Institute; J.D.1967, Harvard Uni-
1948-49; Senior faculty member, GW professor sinceversity; LL.M.1975, Georgetown University; Received
1947; Lobingier Professor of Jurisprudence and tenure at GW last semester; courses: civil procedure, con-
Comparative Law. flict oflaws, federal jurisdiction, equity, remedies.
ARTHUR S. MILLER (Professor Emeritus) ...:.. ext. LEWIS D. SOLOMON - ext. 6753, Library rm: 5018;
6365, Stockton Hall, rm. 405; . _B.A. 1963, Cornell University; J.D. 1966, Yale Uni-
B.A. 1938, Willamette University; LL.B. 1949, Stanford versity; author, Humanizing the Corporation (1977);
University; J.S.D. 1959, Yale University; (Retired in courses: federal income taxation, corporations, agency,
1978.) . - trusts, securities regulation.
RALPH C. NASH - ext. 6272, Stockton Hall rrn. 418; JAMES E. STARRS - ext. 6770, Bacon Hall rm. 303C;
B.A. 1953, Princeton University; J.D. 1957,George BALL B 1958 S J h' U·· ..., .. ,t. 0 n s rnversrty, New York;
Washington University; GW professor since 1961; assoc- LL.M. 1959, New York University; GW professor since
iate dean 1966-72; author, Federal Procurement-Law 1964; courses: criminal law and procedure, equity, for-
(w/Cibinic) (1966); specialty: government contracts.' ensic science, law and poverty, real property, torts.
DENNIS M. O'DEA (Visiting Associate Professor) - RUSSELL B. STEVENSON - ext. 7483, Bacon Hall
ext. 6815, Bacon Hall rm, 3030; rm.403;
B.A., University of Notre Dame, J.D., University of B.M.E. 1964; Cornell University; J.D. 1969, Harvard
Michigan; Associate Professor, Syracuse University University; just returned from one year leave as a Ful-
College of Law. _ . bright Lecturer at the University of Paris, France;
SAULC. OPPENHEIM (Distinguished Scholar and courses: 'business planning, corporations, international
_Adviser);' ... transactions.
B.A. 1918, M.A. 1920, Columbia University; J.D. 1926, DAVIDB. WEAVER -ext. 6775, Stockton Hall rm,
S.J.D. 1929, University of Michigan; LL;D. 1973, . 404; ,
George Washington University. B.A. 1943, Ohio Wesleyan University; J.D. 1948, Case
ROBERT E. PARK - ext. 6750, Bacon Hall rm. 403B; Western Reserve University; author, Wills of the U.S.
B.S. 1952; B.A. 1957,J .D. 1961, University of Florida; Presidents (1976); courses: estate planning, trusts and
LL.M~ 1965, Yale University; courses: administrative estates, federal income taxation;GW professor since
law, constitutional .taw, corporations, jurisprudence. 1949. .
MAXIMILIAN A. PPCK- ext. 6776, Stockton Hall GLEN E. WESTON - ext. 6746, Stockton Hall rm. 405;
rm.418; B.S. ·1943, University of Maryland; J.D. 1948. George
J.D. 1958, University ofIowa; S.J,D. 1962, University of Washington University; Oppenheim Professor of Anti-
Michigan; courses: contracts, equity, insurance, conflict ' trust and Trade Regulation Law; GW professor since
of laws; Teaches bar review course on contracts. 1949; author,· Federal Antitrust Laws: Cases and
Comments (w/Oppenheim) (1968), Unfair Trade Prac-
ARNOLD W. REITZE - ext. 6908, Library rm. 5010; tices and Consumer Protection: Cases and Comments
B.A. 1960, Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D. 1962, (w/Oppenheim) (1974), Lawyers Robinson-Patman Act
Rutgers- The State University (Newark);- Director Sourcebook (w/Oppenheim) (1971); specialty: anti-trust
Environmental Law Program; author,· Environmentai and trade regulation. ' .
Planning: Law of Land and Resources (1974); courses:
environmental law, natural resources, water rights· ELYCE (FERSTER) ZENOFF- ext. 6954, Library rm,
administrative law. ' SOIA;
DAVID ROBINSON t 6759' B H II B.S. 1951, University of Wisconsin; LL.B. 1954, North-- ex . ,acon arm. 303B;
B.A. 1950, Reed College; J.D. 1956, Columbia Uni- western University; author, Mental Impairment and
Legal Incompetency (1968), Readings in Law and
versity; LL.M. 1965, Harvard University; courses: evl- Psychiatry (1968); courses: criminal law, law and
dence, criminal law and procedure.. ~-',_.- - -psychiatry, legislation, juvenile law;
·DoltinD.C.-...;.....-----rrompageone
have become popular. A supreme Kennedy Center. The Circle
experience in Cuban dining is Theatre offers a deal of ten
found at the Omega Restaurant; movies for $10.
the Greek cuisine, enhanced by a For the activists among you
belly dance show, is served at The .there are parks galore for kite-
Astor. The city has a meager sup- flying, vrunning, playing and on
ply of good vegetarian dining: -the south side of Independence
Food for Thought near Dupont Ave., you can usually find a pick-
Circle is my favorite, the Yes up game of your choice. Polo
restaurant is in Georgetown, and matches are held there every Sun-
on 'Tuesdays and Thursdays you day during the summer. Hikers
can have a vegetarian lunch in the need not go far: Billy Goat's Trail
basement of the Presbyterian is a rocky, scenic path which runs
church across from the White along the north bank of the
House. Chip says that the Potomac from Old Angler's Inn
Marina, at the waterfront on to Great Falls.
Maine Avenue, is one of the most' Check the Weekender section
special of Washingtonian fea- of the Post each Friday for cur-
tures. This is wherecommerical rent events. Listed are activities
fishing establishments sell fresh ranging from church bazaars to
seafood directly' from their free Shakespearean drama at the
barges. . outdoor Sylvan Theatre.
There are a host of museums Beware the parking sticker ban
and galleries in the city. In addi- and all other hazards of driving
tion to the permanent collections, and parking around town. The
short term exhibits are frequently boot patrol has a lively crew.
on display. Many special-interest Buses are usually dependable ex-
activities are featured, as well, cept, of course, when theyre on
such as the 70mm film "To Fly" strike; the Metro is fun, some-
which is currently playing at the times convenient, getting expen-:
Air and Space Museum. Arena sive, but slowly getting it to-
State is the home of Washington's gether. ..
local playhouse and deserves It is, certainly, quite important
patronage throughout the winter to learn of contract law, civil pro-
season. Student tickets at dis- cedure.. and torts, but it is not,
count rates are sometimes offered you know, all-important. There is
at the various theatres, and more to Washington, D.C. than
remember that standing room G.W. lawschooI. Take it for all
cheapies are availalbe vat the it's worth!
Administration
Robert Kramer Edward A. Potts w. W. Kirkpatrick
* Robert Kramer. Dean of the National Law Center, ext.
6288 (the exchange for GW numbers is 676-),
Stockton Hall rm. 103
Ms. Mary Ellen Coffey, secretary
A.B. 1935, LL.B. 1938, Harvard University; Legis-
lation Editor, Harvard Law Review; Admitted to
practice in Washington, D.C., 1938, New York, 1947;
Professor, Duke University Law School, 1947-59;
Editor, Journal of Legal Education, 1948-55; Editor,
Law and Contemporary Problems, 1947-59; Editor.
Journal of Legal Education, 1948-55; Editor, Law
and Contemporary Problems, 1947-56; Assistant
Attorney General, Office Legal Counsel, U.S.Depart-
ment of Justice, 1959-61; Dean and Professor at GW
since 1961; courses: administrative law,confIici of
laws, jurisprudence, taxation. .
* W. Wallace Kirkpatrick, Associate Dean, ext. 6592,
Stockton Hall rm. l04B
Ms. Audrey Free, secretary ':
A.B. 1934, LL.B. 1938, Harvard University; Admitted'
-to practice in New York, 1938, Washington, D.C.
1948; General Counsel, Berlin Element, High Com-
missioner in Germany, 1951-54; Antitrust Division,
U.S. Department of Justice, 1938-61; Associate Dean
and Professor at GW since 1961; courses: creditor's
rights, antitrust, corporations, federal jurisdiction
* Edward A. Potts,Associate Dean, ext. 6277, Stockton
Hall rm. I04A
Ms. Mary Aiwohi, secretary
A.B. 1949, Michigan; LL.B. 1952, George Washington
University; Admitted to practice in D.C. 1953; GW
professor since 1954; courses: domestic relations,
agency and partnership, contracts.
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Law Review Reviewed
bv Chris, Thompson
University of Houston.
School of Law
"From the point of view of the
offender, the punishments of
Nemesis actually look like
rewards. Yes, it's quite true ...
Nemesis isn't moral. At least
she's only incidentally moral,
more or less by accident. Nemesis
is something like gravity, indif-,
ferent, All that she does is
guarantee. that you shall reap
what. you sow. And if you s6w
self-stultification, as Chowdren
did with his excessive interest in
money, you reap grotesque
humiliation. But if you're already
reduced by your offenses to a sub-
human condition, you won't
notice that the grotesque humilia-
tion is a humiliation. "
-, -Aldous Huxley
"Chawdron" 1930
When I was a boy growing up
in east Texas, I like nothing better
then to fly kites. Not the fancy
plastic kind, but the simpler and
cheaper paper variety. And I
could send them higher than any
plastic kite has ever flown. 1recall
those times with some affection
now. A kite aloft in the March
wind is a sign of Spring, a
reminder of the promise and
dreams of youth; of simple things
shared between friends long ago
in the clear air of fields basking in
the Texas sun, before the artifices
and subtrefuge of puberty were
mastered.
The occasion of these recollec-
tions was a fine Sunday morning
in February. Four weeks of
absolutely dreadful Houston
weather had finally broken, and
the day was bright and clear as
any I can recall in this part of the
country. Spring had made at last
its first assault on the winter of
1978, and had won a really grand
day in 'the battle. And sure
enough the first kite appeared.
When I first saw it, two boys were
trying, unsuccessfully to extricate
it from a telephone pole. I passed
it again later that evening, an igni-
monious carcass dangling against
the background of Houston's
endless freeways. Now, a reader
of average sensitivity may not be
properly moved at the victimiza-
tion of so fine and frail a thing as
a kite by the monuments of indus-
trialization, so I shall endeavor to
bring the sentiment a little closer
to home.
Where was L'bound on this
crystal day? The park? The
beach? A softball game, perhaps?
No. Not I. I was bound for the
very bowels of the law library;
bound to entomb myself in some
airless niche of the dreary cata-
combs of legal scholarship. Why?
Well, some months before I had
answered the following ad:
WANTED: Bright, energetic
young people to' While away
their youth at endless chores of
totally stultifying boredom.
Preference given to qualified
sycophants and asthetic
cretins. Long hours, no
rewards. Apply Houston Law
Review. '
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firm and among "movement"
lawyers, and much more.
PRACTICING LA W IN NEW
YORK CITY by The Council of
New York Law Associates. In a_
book which applies equally well
to many large cities, recent
graduates from over·25 law
schools discuss their roles as
young lawyers, different kinds of
private and public practices, over
a dozen different legal specialties,
minorities and the law, inter-
viewing for a position, and living
in the Big Apple
NO HEROES, NO VILLAINS
by Steven Phillips, Vintage
Books. The true story of a murder
'trial written by the young prose-
cutor. In a shooting indident one
police officer kills another, and a
petty criminal is defended against
a charge of murder by William
Kunstler. A behind-the-scenes
look at the whole criminal law sys-
, tem including its many faults and
weaknesses.
THE PARTNERS or
POWERS OF ATTORNEY by
Louis Auchincloss, Warner and
Crest. A true-to-life but fictional
look at the practice of law at the
highest social levels by an expert
on "upper-crust New York Law-
yers" (Newsweek). Maybe not,
your cup of tea, but an interesting
look at the kind of opponents you
may encounter one day, and at
their value system. '
THE SUPERLA WYERS by
Joseph C; Goulden, Dell. A pene-
trating look at "Washington
Lawyers." Learn who they are,
how they operate behind the
scenes to affect our lives, and how
they make millions of dollars.
Judge for yourself their morality
and ethics, and whether their type
of practice is really a goal towards
which you should aspire.
THE TROUBLE WITH LA W-
YERS by Murray Teigh Tloom,
Pocketbooks. An expose which
purports to show how the middle
class is victimized by the legal
profession, not as a result of any
conspiracy, but rather as "an in-
evitable confluence of events." A
book about lawyers; as many lay-
men (incIudind PresidentCarterj)
see them.
In addition to the books de-
scribed briefly above, incoming
law students would do well to
purchase a legal dictionary which
they can use to look up legal
words and phrases-including
those in Latin-which they will
encounter in their assigned read-
ings. for class. Although a large
hardbound book such as "Black's
Law Dictionary" is often very
useful in figuring out the meaning
of the most complex legal ter-
minology, such a book is ex-
pensive and much too heavy to
carry around. Besides, many such
dictionaries are available in the
law library.
Instead, I would recommend
that an incoming law student ac-
quire a copy of a paperback die-
, tionary edited by Steven H. Gifis
and published by Barron's Edu-
cational Services, Inc. The book
is priced at only $2.95, and is
small and light enough to be car-
ried around with you where it will
be available as. you prepare your
assignments for class.
NEW AND USED LAW BOOKS
.>
COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
, -
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks,Ziontz, etc.
READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS
LERNER LAW BOOK CO. FIRST AND E STREETS, N.W. WASH., D.C. 20001 '
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II,Where to Callfor City Seroices
EMERGENCY CALLS Hazardous Chemicals 724-4113 Department of Human
Home Improvements 727-1158 Resources' Information
AMBULANCE 911 Housing Violations 724-4414 and Referral Services 724-5466
FIRE 911 Industrial Safety 832-1230 Divorce, 727-1998
POLICE 911 Landlord-Tenant Problems 727-2434 Dog Pound 576-6664
POISON CONTROL Noise Pollution 724-4358 629-3751Rats, Roaches (general) 576-7187 Driver's PermitCENTER 745·2000 Employment, D.C.SUICIDE On residential property, 629-2848-alleys, streets 724-4414 GovernmentPREVENTION 727-3622 727-0858commercial property, Food Stamp ProgramFAMILY EMERGENCY Foster Care 727-0894(Lodging) 678-8_ vacant land, public space 724-4113 Funeral and burial24-HOUR PROTECTIVE SER· .Tood stores, drug stores, for needy 724-5497VICE FOR CHILDREN, -727-0995 restaurants 724-4113 Glenn Dale Hospital 577-600()park property 426-6700CHILD ABUSE
724-5600 Guns, registration 626-2585OR NEGLECT 626-2327 Rent Handicapped 724-5466Small Claims Court 727-176024-HOUR DRUG "
727-0474 Television and Health Centers 724-5466OVERDOSE Radio Repairs 727-3975 Human Rights Office 727-3133
miNERAL INFORMATLON Traffic Signals Income Tax 629-3324
Jail, D.C. 727-1500Mayor's Office 629-4555 (malfunctioning) 629-3227
Transportation (Metro Bus Jobs, D.C. 629-2848Public Affairs Office 629-2577
and Rapid Rail Transit) 637-1328 Latino Affairs Office 724-5618Information,
Trash and Garbage- 629-3825 Legal Assistance 628-9161D.C. Government 629-2481
or399-46OO Libraries, Public 727-1111D.C. Government
Utilities (gas, electri- Reference Service 727-1126Complaint Center 393-3333
city, telephone) 727-3065 Licenses and Permits(operated by volunteers)
Wage and hours 727-2118 Business 727-3645, (9 a.m, ·2 p.m.)
724-8000 Water and Sewer Bills 629-3181 Occupational andD.C. Council
Water Pollution -767-2767 Professional 727-3673
Water Supply 282-2767 Marriage License 727-1870COMPLAINTS
Medicaid 724-5113
Abandoned Auto 629-3825 SOME OTHER METRO (Bus and Rapid
or 399-4600 FREQUENTLY CALLED RaRTransit System) 637-2437 -
Air Pollution 767-7372 NUMBERS Neighborhood Legal
Alcoholic Beverage Services 628-9161
Control Board 727-3096 Abortions Public Defender
Animals (Dead) 629-5017 Resident 626-5288 Service 628-1200
Auto Repairs and Sales 727-3947 Non-resident 724~5466 Recreation Permits,
Business Complaints 727-3666 Aged 724-5626 Biock Parties 727-3122
Consumer Complaints 727·1158 Birth Certificate 727-3459 Parades 626-2305Consumer Retail Boards, Committees, Picnics and Recrea-Credit Complaints 727·3975 Commissions 629-5246 tion facilities 673-7646Discrimination 727-3100 Child Support 724-8811
673~7,646Drug Control 724-4358 Day Care Services 727-0868 Tennis
Environmental Alert Center 399-4600 D.C. General Hospital 626-5000 Schools, D.C. Public 724·4044Erosion 767-1614 D.C. Register 727-3124
Food Inspection Service 724-4113- Death Certificate 727-3459 Voting 347-6383
Clinical LaW-..,.----..--from page nine
advance by the Law Center Super-
visory Committee (three mem-
bers) both as to whether the
project is appropriate and as the
number of semester hours of
credit to be granted. A maximum
of ten semester hours of credit
may be taken in one or two
semesters. This course is open to a
lir-ited number of third year law
st tents.
Clinical Studies in Environmental
Law (Law 509) ,
This course offers a clinical
opportunity for approximately six
advanced students with a special
interest in the environmental law
field. The minimum requirement
for participation in the program is
successful completion of the basic
course in the area, Environmental
Law 380, but admission is also
based upon other related courses,
work experience and a demon-
strated interest in the field. The
student works under the joint
supervision of the director of the
program, Professor Reitze, and a
lawyer practicing environmental
law.
Course projects involve work-
ing with a governmental agency, a
congressional committee, a pri-
vate practitioner, or a non-profit
public-interest environmental
organization. Course require-
ments' include approval of the
student's expected work responsi-
bilities in advance of registration
by Professor Reitze, as well as an
evaluation of the student's per-
,formance by his on-site project
supervisor.
Students may take this course
for two, three or four credits,
repeating it if desired for a maxi-
mum of eight semester hours.
GET INVOLVED
in the pursuit
of ajudiciary in the
public interest
~~'
~ .~.
The GW Chapter of
THE EQUAL JUSTICE
FOUNDATION NEEDS YOU
-mitt·AbUlTcuk
Become APart of
YOUR Newspaper.
Basement, Bacon Hall
676-7325
"YOUNEVER KNOW UNTIL YOU TRY"
Student Proiects -,-.----:-:--.-~~~-..--from page one
FATS-Fight to Advertise the SHOCK-Students Hot on Con-
ACCES-A Consumer Com- Truth about Saturates serving Kilowatts ,
plaint Education Service FILM-For Illustrating Legal SLAB-Students for Labeling of
ARF-Animal Rights to Fly - Methods. Alcoholic Beverages
IARREST-Onlookers' rights at FILTH-For Improved Labeling SLICE-Students Litigating
site of arrests to Terminate Hazards against Injurios Can Edges
BANS-Ban Airplane Nicotine FLITE-Future Laywers Investi- SMASH-Students Mobilizing ont
Sources gating Transportation Em- Auto Safety Hazards
BLAST-Black Legal Action for ployment SNOOP-Students Naturally
Soul in Television FUNDAID-Eliminate differing Opposed to Outrageous Prying
BREATHE~Breathers for" the state regulations of charitable SOAP-Students Opposed to ad-
REduction of ATmospheric organizations soliciting funds vertised Pollutants
Hazards to the-Environment HOUSE INFO-Home Owners SOBB-Students Organized for
BUS STOP-Breathers United to Using Savings and Energy Better Buses
Stop Standing Time of Passen- Information to Negotiate Fair SOS-Students Opposed to
ger-buses Offers, Smoking
BUS - WREC-Ban Unsafe INFANTS-Interested Future SOUP-Students Opposed to Un-
School buses Which Regularly Attorneys Negotiating for tot fair Practices _ '
Endanger Children, Safety SPECIAL PROSECUTOR-
CANDY-Cigarette Advertising LABEL-Law students Asso- SPIRO-Students Protesting
Normally Directed to Youth ciation for Buyers Education Illegal Real estate Operators
CAP-Collection Agency Project in Labeling STATIC-Students Taskforce
CAR-Committee for Auto Res- LEAD"':"Law students Exposing Against telecommunication
ponsibility Advertising Deceptions Information Concealment
CARE-Clothing Articles Reuire MEDIA-Move to . End STORE-Students to Observe
Explanation Deception in Advertising Retail Establishments
CASH-Coalition Against Sexist- NOSE-Neighbors Opposing STRAFE-STudents Resisting
racist Hiring Smelly Emissions Fluro-carbon Emissions
CHOICE-Consumer Help On OPEN AMERICA- SUE AGNEW-
the Individual's Conservation PRINT-Public Release of Infor- TVERS- Television Evaluation
of Energy ,mation and Transcripts and Renewal Standards
CIGARISC-Citizens Insistent PUMP-Protesting Unfair TUBE-Terminating Unfair
upon Getting Action Re- Marketing Practices Broadcasting Excesses
garding Information on RATE-Rate Analysis and, UNWRAP-United We Resist
Smoking and Contr~ceptives . Transportation Evaluation _ Additional Packaging
CLASS-Class Action Study and RIGHTS-Reforming Instituions VIOLENT-Viewers Intent on
Survey to Guarantee Humane Treat- Listing violent Episodes on
COM PAR E - Consum ers ment Standards Nationwide Television
Moving to Petition Against SAVE TRIP-Students Against citizens VOICE-citizens Vowing
Ripping off ~?ergy , . F~culty Tires Ripping In to Open Intervention for
CRASH-CItizens to Reduce Air- Pieces Consumers of Energy
IineSmoking~azards SAME-Students Against WASTE OIL-Washington Area
CSPS-CommJUee to Save the Misleading Enterprises Students Toward Encouraging
Peace Symbol SAVE-Students Against Volvo Optimum Implementation of
DEAF ACCESS- . Exaggerations Lubricants
DEAF WATCH-Demandmg SCALP-Students Concerned WATCH-Watchers Against
Equal. Acce.ss to Facts. ~nd About Legal Prices Television Commercial
Warnings Alred on Television SCRAP-Students Challenging H t
f C" h H' . arrassmen.or .Itlzens w 0 are earing- Regulatory Agency WATS-Working Aginst Tele-
Impaired Proceedings e Solicitati
